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Preface and Acknowledgements 

This is the seventh iostalment of Political Communications, aseries that 
began publication following the 1979 General Eleetion and which has 
appeared after each of the subsequent campaigns. The books ofter a unique 
Inslght into the electoral process from the perspeetive of those who took 
part as strateglsts, poil sters and journallsts; they have also enabled aca
dem!c commentators to ofter In-depth analyses of a glven polltical com
munication related development or phenomenon. Cumulatively the series 
has tracked the evolution of the so-called 'permanent campaign' over 
the last three decades and has enabled students of eleetioos to eompare 
and contrast the strategie thinklng of the Thateher and Blair leaderships 
in partlcular. The first instalment, edited by Robert Worcester and 
Martln Harrop and published in 1982, set a high standard with perceptive 
commentaries from Barry Day and Tim Delaney amongst others. Since 
then successlve volumes have grown in size and scope in response to the 
growing Interest in (and Intenslfication of) political communication. 

This edition, Iike its predecessors, is divided into several seetions, each 
dedicated to dlscussing a particular aspeet of the General Electlon. The 
introductory essay seeks to sets the campaign in reeent as weIl as more 
distant context by assessing the contlnuities as well as changes In political 
communication. Attention is also paid to the arguably important period 
in early 2005 prior to the Prime Minister's formal declaration of the elee
Uon. The final, concludlng chapter ofters a compreheosive overview of 
the key issues ralsed In the book, identifying 'apathy and disengagement, 
party contro1 on message targeting, and the localization of the campaign' 
as partlcularly noteworthy components of a 'non-General Electlon' in 
which much aetlvity was devoted to convlnclng a seleet group of voters 
rather than the eleetorate as a whole. 

Part I of Political Communications features contributions from the major 
parties by the strategists and offidals responsible for planning and exe
cuting their respective campaigns. Each of these chapters offer an 
invaluable first hand account touchlng on their respective parties' main 
personalitles, differing teehnlques, key messages and other relevant 
material. Part n contains essays from academk experts that complement 
those of the professionals by focusing on three forms of electloneering -
advertising, localised and internet based - wh ich attraeted greater attention 
not to mentlon resources during this election. Part III on polling, involves 

xi 



xii Pre(ace and ACknowledgements 

leading opinion researchers diseussing their methodologies and findings. 
Considerable attention is given over to their differing approaches and 
the implications of using telephone and new media technologies. 

Part IV, devoted to public opinion, considers how the voters perceived 
the campaign and, more specifically, whether they were especially inter
ested in the election. Attention also foeuses on how and where the elect
orate obtained their information. Thls part closes with a qualitative based 
exercise in which participants were invited to comment on the party lead
ers' attributes and competences. Unsurprisingly most of the electorate 
relied on news media for their political information and the remaining part 
of the book analyses the role and content of lournalism. Part V, on broad
casting, conslders the role of the three major eurrent affairs networks 
trom the differing perspectives of a reporter/editor and an academic. 
Implicitly or explidtly each recognises the continuing irnportance of tele
vision whereas Part VI, on the national press, explores why the lnfluence 
of this once feared source of news appears to have dedined. By contrast the 
partles' growlng Interest in eultivating the media beyond Westmlnster Is 
motivated by a perception that loeal journalists are less cynical and more 
receptive to and in touch with their audiences. Consequently this makes 
the chapter on the relatively neglected topic of regional press coverage a 
partieularly welcome addition to the volume. 

The editors would IIke to thank various colleagues for making this vol
urne possible. John Bartle, David Denver, Justin Fisher, David Sanders, 
Kristi Winters, Chris Wleaen and members of the Elections, Public Opinion 
and Partles group of the UK Political Studies Association provided invalu
able support for this venture. We would like to express our gratitude to 
Gill Carter, David Jordan, Patricia McLernon and Steve Perkins for their 
help. We would also like to thank previous editors for establishing and 
making the series such a valuable contrlbution to the literature. We are 
gratend to Allson Howson, Gemma d'Arcy Hughes, Amy Lankester-Owen, 
Ann Marangos and their colleagues at Palgrave Macmillan for all of their 
support and advice fOT the venture. Finally we would IIke to thank all of 
the authors involved for their valued contributions. 

DW, 'G, RM and SA 
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1 
Introduction: General Election 
Campaign Communication in 
Perspective 
Dominic Wring 

The 2005 General Election will probably be best remembered for result
lng in an unpreeedented third term for a Labour government, albeit on 
a redueed total of 35.2% of the poll (356 seats, down 56) against the 
Conservatives' 32.4% (198, up 32), Liberal Demoerats' 22.0% (62, up 10) 
and others' 10.4% (31, up 3). Despite a modest share of the vote, the 
party was returned with a eomfortable working majority of 66. The prior 
eampaign was a somewhat muted affalr when eompared with the mas
sive debate over the Iraq situation that had engaged polltidans, journal
ists and the wider publie two years before. Although this erisis and its 
aftermath raised serious questions over the government's eonduct, the 
eeonomy eontinued to remain a strong positive for Labour and helped the 
party to a further victory. A parallel ean be made with the Conservatives' 
third eonsecutive win amid the relative affluence of 1959 following another 
potentlaJly debilitating (Suez) aisis in the Middle East. And like that earlier 
eampaign the 2005 General Election witnessed some innovative uses of 
strategie eommunieation and saw the further crystallisation of a trend in 
favour of targeting key groups of 'floating' voters. Consequently many of 
the resulting messages were designed for less eommitted seetions of the 
electorate rather than eore supporters. Labour's difficulties did, however, 
result in strategists giving greater attention to how the party might re
engage with loyal partisans whose votes it had hitherto appeared to 
have taken for granted. 

The impermanent campaign: Labour's second term 

Labour's seeond parliamentary term in office was very different to it first 
and marked by serious eontroversies, none more eontroversial than the 
debate over Tony Blair's decision to support the US led invasion of lraq in 
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2003 against an Influential opposition from within the United Nations, 
European Union, Britain and the Prime Minister's own party. Though 
even trus momentous event failed to end the govemment's lead in the 
opinion polIs, not least because there was little to differentiate Conservative 
from Labour poliey, the conflict and its aftermath undermined public 
trust in Blair. Part of the Prime Minister's response to this loss of conti
dence was to reappraise how Whitehall and, more espedally, Downing 
Street managed its communicatlons. In 2003 the Guardian Media Group's 
Chief Executive Bob PhilHs was appointed to chair an investlgation into all 
aspects of the government information service operation. Somewhat sym
bollcally a process deslgned to revitalise the machinery of government 
pubUc relations was Itself uItimately overshadowed by the culmination, 
during the same week of January 2004, of Lord Hutton's inquiry which 
con-sidered the events leading up to the invasion of Iraq. 

The Phillis Review's central contention that communication should 
be as important to government as poliey and delivery was willingly 
accepted by Blatr as were a number of suggested reforms to what became 
known as the Government News Network. Hutton's pro-government 
report was also welcomed in Downlng Street but his Inquiry's investiga
tions only served to raise further questions over the circumstances lead
ing up to the invasion of Iraq. The related propaganda operation had 
required the public relations state to refocus most of Its efforts on mobil
ising media and popular opinlon behind a controversial poliey based on 
what turned out to be the false contentlon that the Iraqi Ba'athist regime 
had possessed weapons of mass destruction (Wring, 2(06). From an elect
oral perspective, this intensive news management effort limited the ability 
of the Labour leadership to continue the kind of permanent campaign 
that It had effectlvely pursued since coming to power in 1997. The 2005 
General Election would be fought in a very different context to that sur
rounding Blair's relatively effortless triumph in 2001. 

The robust news management style of Downing Street's Director of 
Communlcations and Strategy Alastair Campbell provided one of the 
motivating factors behind the Phillis and Hutton inquiries. Campbell's 
departure from his post in 2003 together with (from a government per
spective) both reports' largely positive outcomes strengthened the Prime 
Minister's professed desire to 'move on' from the issues that had neces
sitated the two reviews. Trus was reflected in the theme Labour chose as the 
main slogan for the 200S election campaign: 'Forward, Not Back', But the 
ongolng situation in Iraq and new revelations over the circumstances 
leading up to the invasion ensured related debates continued apace in 
the media and the country. Furthermore the situation appeared to bring 
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renewed vigour to opponents of other key government policies on law 
and order, asylum and immigration and the reform of the public ser
vices. These and other daunting problems led to the eventual return of 
Campbell to take up again a key post as a temporary public relations 
adviser to Blair going in to the election. Significantly the leader also faced 
public dissent during the campaign from longstanding opponents within 
his own party such as Bob Marshall-Andrews who openly criticised the 
Prime Minister in a televised interview broadcast on the weekend before 
polling day (Smith, 200S, p. 233). The MP's comments reflected some of 
the simmering resentment towards Blair and were reminiscent of the 
attacks on his Labour predecessor Michael Foot du ring the run-up to 
fractious 1983 election. Vet for all the troubles of the second term, the 
government still looked on course to secure a third consecutive speil 
in office. 

Although Blair had lost some of the public popularity that had helped 
him to win the 1997 and 2001 General Elections it was also apparent that 
he remained an asset when compared with his principal riyal Michael 
Howard (Evans and Anderson, 200S). In 2003 Howard had been unani
mously acclaimed as Conservative leader in place of predecessor lain 
Duncan Srnith following a successful revolt initiated by disgruntled MPs 
aided by those Iike weaithy party donor Stuart Wheeler (Kavanagh and 
Butler, 200S, p. 40). The former Horne Secretary was weil positioned to 
lead the Opposition as an experienced veteran of the Thatcher and Major 
governments but this same quality also appeared to be a impediment 
when it came to convincing the public. Howard was not widely admired if 
judged by his standing in the optnion polis and his ratings consistently 
trailed those of both Blatr and their mutual opponent, Liberal Democrat 
Charles Kennedy. Kennedy, fighting his second General Election, con
tinued to work with a team of longstanding strategists led by Chris Rennard. 
Significantly they received a significant boost with a huge E2.4 million 
donation from supporter Michael Brown that enabled party agency Banc 
to mount a formidable advertising campaign. 

Michael Howard responded to his own and bis party's defidt in the polis 
by making same changes to party communications. The most import
ant of these initiatives was the recruitment of Lynton Crosby, a consultant 
c10sely associated with the successive electoral victories of Australian 
Liberal Prime Minister lohn Howard. As Campaign Director he attracted 
a significant amount of media attention because of his influence over
seeing the Conservatives' efforts; his remit extended beyond that of pre
vious strategist, the former Orange telecommunications marketing 
executive Will Harris. Crosby's status was symbolically underlined during 
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one photo-call when those taking the pictures asked Michael Howard to 
stand aside so they could get a better shot of the Australian. 1 

Back to the future: continuities and changes in national 
electioneering 

The election was another capitally intensive campaign with the two 
main competitors involved proceeding in many ways like business firms 
operating in the commercial marketplace. This reflects the importance 
of a marketing rationale that now dominates electioneering and has done 
so since the dosely fought 1992 General Election. Since then It has become 
increasingly commonplace for commentators and strategists to use con
cepts such as branding, positioning, targeting and triangulation when 
analysing and discussing the modern campaign. However, it should also 
be noted that there has been some continuity as well as change between 
elections. Contemporary political marketing derives from innovations to 
electioneering made over the course of a century and more particularly 
since 1918 when the introduction of near universal suffrage greatly 
increased pollticians' Interest in mass communications. 

Prior to the advent of mass television and more pervasive marketing 
communications during the 1950s, electoral strategists sought to exploit 
the potential of rudirnentary forms of advertising, public relations and what 
might be loosely termed opinion research. Though this era of propagand
ist electioneering was still dominated by tradition al labour intensive 
campaignlng it also witnessed serious attempts by national headquar
ters' organisers to co-ordinate more of their parties' promotional efforts. 
Most obviously the Conservatives and Labour appointed their first tuH
time press officers during the second decade of the century. And though 
they had nothing llke the power enjoyed by contemporary professionals 
like Lynton Crosby and Philip Gould, inter-war communications strat
egists such as the Tory Joseph Ball and his Labour rival William Henderson 
began to acquire significant influence within their respective parties. 
The Liberals eventually responded in the 1930s by appointing William 
Allison, a former executive with advertising agency J Walter Thompson, 
to head their media operation (Wring, 2001). 

As Publicity Director at Central Office Joseph Ball was one of those 
responsible for forging serious relations between a political party and an 
advertising agency. During the 1929 General Election the Conservatives 
retained the services of leading firm Bensons, now hetter remembered 
for the 'Guinness Is Good For You' slogan devised a few years later. The 
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client-agency relationship would endure although not as long as that 
between the Tories and thelr more recent advisers, Saatchi and SaatchI. 
It also signalIed the begtnnings of the finandally expensive professional 
campaign that would later come to dominate elections du ring the late 
Twentieth Century (Pinto-Duschlnsky, 1981). Labour never forged the 
same kind of partnership that its maln rivals did with advertising experts 
until well after the Second World War. But it should be noted that Herbert 
Morrison did work c10sely with executives from the major agency London 
Press Exchange during the inter-war period. LPE staff helped the then 
London party leader to identify five salient themes as a means of best rep
resenting and publidsing the party's extensive manifesto for the local elec
tions of 1937 (Wring, 200S, pp. 30-2). The slogans they chose to summarise 
this detailed programme were: 'Better Homes. Good Schools. Health Care. 
Play Fields. Lidos'. WhiJst the first choices are self-explanatory, the last 
two were key aspects of a major initiative to raise public health aware
ness. By presenting their case through specially chosen themed slogans, the 
pioneering London strategists demonstrated how complex messages 
mlght be made more palatable for voters' consumption. The method has 
since become commonplace In the modem campaign, notably in 1997 
when the Labour campaign, by now headed by Morrison's grandson Peter 
Mandelson, used a pledge card to highlight specific policy intentions. 
Slgn!ficantly the number of themes chosen 60 years later was also five. 
The device reappeared briefly during 2001 and in the opening stages of 
Labour's 200S campa!gn but It was Conservative strategtsts who made 
more obvious use of the technique by designing their own five point syn
thesis of party policy. The chosen themes comprised 'More Police. Cleaner 
Hospitals. Lower Taxes. School Dlsc!pline. Controlled Immigration'. 

Allied to the early parties' more professional publicity outputs there is 
also evidence that, on the less obvious input side, politicians began to 
develop more systematic ways of analysing voter opinion. There was, of 
course, tittle to compare with the forens!c work of the teams who con
ducted Labour and the Conservatives' private polling in 200S. But it is 
important to note that whilst the earliest research had nothing Iike the 
impact such analyses would have towards the end of the 20th century, 
it was motivated by a similar concern with understanding how different 
audiences engaged with the democratic process. Much of this work 
focused on less motivated voters, a constituency much discussed in recent 
elections, and encouraged politicians to think about how they might 
make politics more relevant to those with little interest or weak partI
sanship. This sentiment lnformed comments from party propagandist 
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Mauriee Webb speaking at a 1937 eonferenee on 'Selling Socialism' that 
would not have looked out of plaee in one of the many Labour strategie 
re-evaluations written in the mid-1980s: 

(party publicity) was too diffuse and lacking in simple eentral ideas; 
tended to be gloomy and out of touch with human interests, was too 
obviously propaganda and often directed to the politieally interested 
section of the population only: it laeked a patrlotie tone 

(cited in Wring, 2005, p.19). 

The focusing of finite promotional resourees on key 'swing' or 'floating' 
voters was a marked feature of the 2005 General Election but the lineage 
of thls partieular preoeeupation is again longer than some realise. When 
Labour strategist Sidney Webb devised the eoneept of 'stratified elee
tioneering' in 1922 to distinguish between different electoral groups It 
would be some thirty years before mainstream marketing theorists popu
larised a variation of an idea they termed 'segmentation' (Smith, 1956). 

The proliferation of quantitative psephologieal studies during the 
1940s led both major parties to eommission their first extended analyses 
of publie opinlon. Advertising firm F.rwin Wasey made available find
ings trom anational survey of voter attitudes to Labour whereas the 
Conservatives funded a sub-dlvision of their then agents Colman Prentis 
Varley to produee areport on The Floati"g Vote (Wring, 2005, pp. 49 and 
55). The documents provided strategists with useful insights into the 
electorate and helped them to differentiate between some of their eore 
and target voters' eharacteristics. Demographie eriteria such as dass, sex 
and age featured as they would in later private polling. The Conservative 
report also helped identify some of those who have sinee become the 
dass!e floating voters: weak partisans (especially Liberal supporters), 
women, parents with school age children, and young people who, desplte 
being perennially less inclined to tumout were, by definition, likely to 
have more opportunities to participate in future electlons (Taylor, 1997). 
In 2005 the major parties once again gave considerable thought as to 
how they might best eonvlnee each of these groups of voters and, most 
especially, those Blair and Howard now routinely referred to as 'hard 
working familles' (Smith, 2005). 

During the 1950s and 19605 the major parties began to supplement 
their tradltionaJ quantitative based polUng with qualitative, depth research 
methods geared to understanding more about electoral psychology. 
A partlcular motivation for this work was adesire to analyse and respond 
to what were perceived to be the growing numbers of 'aspirational' 
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voters belonging to the burgeoning lower middle-classes of Britain's post
war 'affluent society'. Critically the availability of more scientific kinds 
of research fostered a shift from propagandistlc to more mediated kinds 
of campaigning and this enhanced the role and Influence of advertising 
and public relations consultants within the polltlcal process. Professionals 
increaslngly relied on polllng to identify and target more spedfic groups 
of prospective voters. For Instance, during the 1970 General Election, the 
Conservatives designed a campaign featuring Sylvia, a representative of 
the kind of working-dass wife with chUdren whose vote they were so 
keen to win at a time when more women were asserting themselves as 
citizens and in the workplace (Day, 1982). Ostensibly the same targets 
were labelIed 'school gates mums' by Labour strategists in 2005 as they 
and their rivals went out of their way to court them. The Conservatives 
also revived a technique, film advertising, they had first pioneered with 
outdoor display vans in the 1929 General Electian and used more 
recently in 1979 to influence the many yaunger people who make up a 
sig-nlficant proportion af the cinema going population (HoIlins, 1981; 
Bell, 1982). 

Party strategists' deepening interest in targeting groups and sub
groups of voters greatly intensified with the growth of qualitative polit
ical analytlcal technlques. Consequently focus groups became increasingly 
commonplace from the 19805 onwards and the method now dominates 
the modern British campaign. This change Is emblematic of a wider shift 
from the media ted approach to electioneering, In which feedback is prl
mari1y used to refme the message, to a marketing driven campalgn whereby 
opinion research informs policy as well as every aspect of its presentation. 
It is no coincidence that representatives of the most advanced campaigns 
industry, American polltical consultants, have become routine visitors to 
the major party headquarters over the last twenty years. It was of little SUf

prise when two of the world's leading focus group researchers, Mark Penn 
and Frank Luntz, were revealed to have been helping Labour and the 
Conservatives during their respectlve preparatlons for the 200S General 
E1ection (Kavanagh and Butler, 200S, pp. 24 and 44). The presence of these 
and other consultants together with the widespread use of political mar
keting techniques has made the modern campalgn an expensive one. 

A new localism? Taking the message out to the country 

A recurrent theme of one of the Labour government's favourlte think 
tanks has been so-ca lied 'new locaIism' with Its emphasis on devolving 
greater powers to the regions (Corry and Stoker, 2002). Similarly there 
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has been a notable revival of interest in the efficacy of sub-national elec
tloneering amongst practitioners and acadernics. Yet there is debate over 
the extent to which new localism really does involve Westminster relln
quishing substantial control over pollcy to the regions and, trom a cam
paignlng perspective, thls was an Issue durlng the 2005 electlon. The 
reeent marked decline in local actlvity has led to parties embracing 'astro
turfing', that is creating inauthentic grassroots' organisations, to greet 
visiting politicians and broadcasters.2 Invariably those used to represent 
ordinary members and supporters were carefully selected beeause they 
are photogenie and representative of key target groups such as those 
with young chUdren and first time voters. Other aspects of local cam
paigning have been slmilarly orchestrated trom the national headquar
ters' organisations. 

The rtse of a more capitally intensive form of campaign has dimin
ished the role and influence of the parties' voluntary memberships. 
Organisers have, however, attempted to offset the subsequent dec1ine in 
these activists' partidpation by employing staft and using the latest 
information technologies to identify and contact potential supporters. 
Campalgns have come a long way slnce the major parties first expert
mented with rudimentary Pet computers In the early 19805 for direct 
marketing purposes. DVDs featuring candidates and other luminaries 
have now become commonplace in addition to more carefully tailored 
electronic and prlnted voter correspondence. Telephone canvassing has 
also changed slnce it was first experimented with in 1927 and then popu
larised In by-election efforts some 60 years later (Swaddle, 1990). In 2005 
both major partles invested in state of the art call centres from which 
trained canvassers attempted to elidt support trom thousands of voters 
as part of a clinically controlled operation. The Scottlsh National Party 
even used a mass dlal up technique that enabled them to leave a mes
sage from celebrity supporter Sean Connery on voters' telephones. 

The Conservatives' acquisition of Voter Vault and Labour's use of the 
similarly sophisticated Mosaic consumer profiling technology helped 
them to refine their so-called 'get out the vote' campaigns in marginal 
constituencies. The Tory effort in certain key seats was augmented by 
targeted donations from Lord Ashcroft, their former Treasurer. Ashcroft 
openly questioned the wisdom of Party Co-Chairman Lord Saatchi and 
other offidals' decision to focus resources on so many constituency cam
paigns during the General Election (Kavanagh and Butler, 2005, pA3). 
The debate reflected the now recognised bias of a majoritarian electoral 
system that has long favoured the winning party by retuming a com
fortable majority of MPs fot govemments with a mlnority share of the 
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vote Qohnston, et aJ., 200S, p. 143). Ashcroft's intervention may have been 
a factor in helping the Conservatives to win several seats and to create a 
slzeable group of highly vulnerable 'super marginals' which signiflcantly 
increases the possibility of a hung parliament after the next General 
Election. 

Campaign strategists' growing interest in segmenting the electorate in 
order to target voters with seemingly more relevant and engaging messages 
has been 10 part influenced by a recognition that mass media audiences 
(together with their partisan allegiances) have signiflcantly fragmented 
in recent decades. This trend had long been predicted with the uptake of 
non-terrestrial television in the 1980s and the Internet the following 
decade but, as with telephone canvassing, it has taken so me time for the 
parties to seriously exploit these technologies for election purposes 
(ScammelI, 1990). Allied to this a significant response to the decline in 
audiences for national print and broadcast coverage of current affairs 
has led strategists such as Labour minister Douglas Alexander to pro
mote the electoral importance of regional and loeal media (Alexander, 
2002). Political journalists working away from Westminster are viewed 
by spin doctors as belog more concemed and more in touch with the kind 
of 'bread and butter' issues of most interest to their readers and viewers. 
Consequently these outlets are viewed as belog less cynical and self-serving 
than their national counterparts and thus more likely to engage voters 
as citizens. 

The diminishlng level of publie interest in elections, Ir judged by the 
marked fall In tumout since 1992, has coincided with a notable dedine 
in national newspaper ctrculations. Business logic would indicate pol
ities is now less of an asset to owners and editors of the increasingly 
human Interest driven populist titles that are striving to survive in a highly 
competitive market. These newspapers' downgrading of their campaign 
eoverage has eombined with increased partisan dealignment 10 their 
editorialising. The vehemently Tory press of the 1980s Is no more and in 
its place Is a relatively more nuanced and less predictable form of print 
journalism (Deaeon and Wring, 2(02). Whether news papers influence 
voters Is a much discussed topic but it is reasonable to assume that If they 
have ever had any impact on elections it Is more likely this was between 
1979 and 1992 when there was a stark contrast between the representation 
of the two major parties. Compared with the print media the same degree 
of change has not, however, been evident in the approach taken by pub
Hc service broadcasters whether at national or locallevel. They retaln an 
abiding Interest and commitment to reporting elections despite a fall off in 
audiences similar to that experienced by their priot rivals. Rather television 
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has continued to perform its traditional role as the main distiller of cam
paign information and as such has continued to enjoy more access to 
party leaders than newspapers. 

The 'Heineken' strategy: populism, personality and the 
presidential approach 

Tony Blair underlined the continuing political importance of broadcast
ing by appearlng across a range of programmes during the run-up to the 
2005 election. With his electoral credibility challenged over lraq, Blair 
used these media displays to re-launch hlmself as an engaging and !is
tening politidan as part of what his strategists termed 'Operation Matrix'. 
This initiative became more popularly known as the 'masochism strat
egy' on account of the considerable public hostility the Prime Minister 
encountered. By campaigning in this way Blalr ruthlessly exploited his 
notoriety and incumbency in a bid to reach the kind of people not par
ticularly interested In politics but nevertheless likely to turn out on 
polling day. He started to do this during the weeks and rnonths prior to 
the formal announcement of the election date during aperiod when 
rnany voters would have been dedding how to vote. 

What was effectively Blair's pre-election debut came in a whole February 
day's prograrnming on ChannelS. Labour spin doctors calculated it would 
be worth having their leader appear on four separate occasions because 
of this primarily light entertainment network's ability to reach less politi
caUy engaged sections of the electorate. Blair's prindpal opponents 
Michael Howard and Charles Kennedy were both granted thelr own 
day's worth of exposure by the channel but neitber attracted anything 
like the same amount of publicity. Much was made of the spectade of 
often irate but usually articulate rnembers of the public questioning the 
Prime Minister in the kind of prolonged exchanges he was only usually 
subjected to in interviews with professional interrogators like Jeremy 
Paxman. 3 Arguably Blair's cornparative success In generating rnedia 
interest in these and similar appearances merits his campaign being 
described as the 'Heineken strategy' in that it reached audiences in ways 
rivalleaders did not or could not (Smith, 2005, p.I2S). 

Labour strategists further exploited Blair's incumbency in aseries of 
photo-opportunities, interviews and guest appearances that attempted 
to recreate the kind of 'people's prime minister' imagery that had domin
ated bis first term. The leader's presence in less forrnally political media 
formats was a central feature of his often frenettc public relations' activ
ities. Previous Prime Ministers have appeared in these kinds of outlets 
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but none have done so with the same frequency, intensity or proximity 
to an election. Blalr followed up his Channel 5 programming by appear
Ing, also pre-campalgn, on the popular ITV light entertainment Saturday 
Night Takeaway show having invited the two children's presenters, young 
Ant and Oec, to Oowrung Street for an irreverent interview. Strategists 
presumably calculated this kind of outing would portray the Prime 
Minister as a goocl humoured and friendJy man but also guarantee hirn 
exposure to millions of voters belonging to the crucial audience of 'hard 
working families'. Consequently Blair indulged the programme's produc
ers with access to Number 10 and by participating in numerous photo
opportunities wlth his young interrogators (Remnick, 2005). 

Tony Blair's desire, even desperation, for popular exposure was further 
demonstrated with an appearance on Channel 4's afternoon talk show 
Richard and ludy in which the Prime Minister featured as a guest in the 
prize quiz part of the programme. His failure to Identify several of the 
answers about everyday subjects left hirn open to the charge he was out 
of touch. This impression was compounded with Blalr's Impromptu live 
call to compliment Jono Coleman on the OJ's final day presenting on 
Heart FM radio. Their exchange turned surreal when a dlsbelieving host 
suggested his guest was really a weil known impersonator; Blair retorted 
by stresslng he was the PrIme Minister and not satirist Jon Culshaw. The 
potential danger of courting a more populist media for electoral gain 
was further demonstrated during the formal campaign perlod. In an eve
of-poll appearance in the Slm, Tony and Cherle Blair featured in a sym
pathetic and favourable interview with editor Rebekah Wade and 
political editor Trevor Kavanagh. Whilst the!r questioning was largely 
reverent, that of the accompanying photographer Arthur Edwards led to 
light hearted exchanges that provlded the more salacious headline'5 times 
a nlght', an a1lusion made by Edwards to the Prime Ministers reinvigorated 
health folJowing his publicised heart problems the previous autumn. 
Thls was subsequently interpreted by commentators such as Daily Mail 
columnist Quentin Letts as distasteful given recent tragedies in lraq. The 
episode underlined the risks of engaglng in joking asides with the 
media. 

The Conservatives responded to Blalr's Heineken strategy by arran
ging photo-opportunities with Michael Howard Involving his wife 
Sandra, children, step chUdren and grandchildren. The display of Howard's 
extended family was part of a concerted attempt to humanise aleader 
who had consistently trailed a now less trusted Blalr in the opinion polIs. 
But initiatives designed to heighten public awareness of relatives leaves 
them potentially more vulnerable to unwe\come journalistic attention. 
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It was evidently a concern that led Charles Kennedy and his wife Sarah, 
herself a public relations consultant, to shleld their new son Donald 
from the media following the obligatory photo-call shortly after his 
birth dwing the opening stages of the campaign. The Kennedy baby's 
arrival inevitably complicated Uberal Democrat electoral preparations 
and restricted the ability of his father, the most liked leader according to 
poUs, to respond to the Prime Minister's charm offensive. 

It should not be overlooked that the fourth personality in this highly 
presidential campaign was Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon Brown. 
Brown, the other principal though then as yet undeclared candidate for 
the leadership of the country, was eventually drafted into a prominent 
role in order to shore up Blair's faltering position during the closing 
stages of the election. It was perhaps a demonstration that Labour's pre
campaign focus on its leader had only taken the party so far and that it 
needed to promote other more popular figures. This began in earnest 
with a manifesto launch that featured several leading ministers intro
ducing the relevant passages of the document. The initiative was remi
niscent of the team efforts used to bolster the by then faltering electoral 
popularity of long serving politicians like Harold Wilson in 1974, 
Margaret Thatcher in 1987 and NeU I<innock in 1992. However the even
tual decision to forus on Brown and Blair created a campaigning part
nership not seen since the AJllance's dualleadership of the 1980s. 

Conclusion 

With the guarantee of three new main party leaders, the next General 
Bection looks set to be a somewhat different affair. Yet 2005 may be 
remembered as a transitional campaign that offers a foretaste of future 
trends In political communicatlon. The fragmentation of mainstream 
media audiences encouraged Tony Blait to invest more time in reaching 
out to viewers of light entertainment rather than cunent affairs program
ming. The Prime Minister's pre-election appearances on popular televi
sion formats may have provoked criticism and cynicism from journalists 
but hIs strategists calculated this kind of negative publicity was of mar
ginal importance when compared with the potential benetits of reach
ing milUons of less committed voters. Those who succeed Blair may 
emulate his strategy of appealing to audiences through non-traditional 
media formats although It Is unlikely they will try to imitate his some
times ostentatlous style of self-presentation. 

Besides developing attention seeking media strategies those leading 
the parties into the coming election will no doubt be taking particular 
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Interest In the rapidly developing technologles for voter profiling that 
have enabled the targeting of better refined messages at crudal segments 
of the population. Sueh eommunicatlons look set to beeome ever more 
sophlstieated wlth the continulng growth of digital media. Thls and the 
see king out of the more reluctant voter in partieular have been further 
encouraged by the partles' desire to more consdously regionalise their 
campaigning by placing greater emphasis on loeal eleetioneering and 
publicity initiatives. It Is, however, a moot point as to whether the rival 
initiatives will have (or indeed have had) any Impact beyond eaneelling 
out the influence of one another's efforts. More fundamentally It remains 
to be seen whether the major party eampalgns will encourage or allen
ate voter partidpation In what Is set to be the most cJosely contested 
eiernon for a generation. 

Notes 

1. This observation was made by Stephen Phillips, a Conservative campaign offi
dal, Electoral Commission seminar, Leeds, May 2005. 

2. Channel4's Dispatches joumallst Jenny Kleeman worke<! undercover as a press 
officer far Labour during the election campaign and made a film broadcast on 
23rd May 2005 suggesting 'astroturfing' and similarly misleadlng techniques 
(such as planting reader letters In local newspapers) were integral to the 
party's regionally based campaigning. 

3. A comprehensive analysis of the formal interview between a professional jour
nalist and poHtician has suggested the format often results in a rather defen
sive, gilb exchange between participants (BulI, 2003). This phenomenon has 
encouraged the growth of public access formats during EJections. 
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